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1 Background
Expert elicitation is a powerful tool when modelling complex problems especially
in the common scenario where current probabilities are unknown and data is un-
available for certain regions of the probability space. Such methods are now widely
developed, well understood, and have been used to model systems in a variety of
domains including climate change, food insecurity, and nuclear risk assessment
[4, 27, 15]. However, eliciting expert probabilities faithfully has proved to be a sen-
sitive task, particularly in multivariate settings. We argue that first eliciting structure
is critical to the accuracy of the model, particularly as conducting a probability elic-
itation is time and resource-intensive.
An appropriate model structure fulfils two criteria. Firstly, it should be compat-
ible with how experts naturally describe a process. Ideally, modellers should agree
upon a structure using natural language. Secondly, any structure should ideally have
the potential to eventually be embellished through probabilistic elicitation into a full
probability model. It is often essential to determine that the structure of a problem
as desired by a client is actually consistent with the class of structural models con-
sidered. The logic and dynamics of Bayesian networks often do not match with an
experts’ description of a problem. When this happens, a customising approach as
we illustrate below generates flexible models that are a more accurate representa-
tion of the process described by the domain expert. We show that these alternative
graph models often admit a supporting formal framework and subsequent proba-
bilistic model similar to a BN while more faithfully representing the beliefs of the
experts.
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While there are several protocols for eliciting probabilities such as the Cooke
method, SHELF and IDEA protocols, the process of determining the appropriate un-
derlying structure has not received the same attention. Protocols for eliciting struc-
tural relationships between variables in the continuous range have been developed
[5] and basic guidelines for eliciting a discrete Bayesian network structure are avail-
able and well documented [17, 30]. These methods are widely applicable, but are
rarely customised to structural elicitation of frameworks other than those provided
by the BN. However, it is possible to develop customising protocols to elicit struc-
ture. We illustrate this through the case studies in this paper.
Towards this end, this paper explores examples of real case studies that are better-
suited to eliciting bespoke structure. We illustrate experts’ natural language descrip-
tion of a problem can determine the structure of a model. Programs to alleviate food
insecurity in the United States serves as a running example. Even within this domain
we are able to show that different problem dynamics are naturally more suited to
particular structures, and eliciting these custom structures creates more compelling
models. We show that these bespoke structures can subsequently be embellished
into customised probabilistic graphical models that support a full probabilistic de-
scription.
2 Eliciting model structure
Structured expert elicitation begins with a natural language description of the prob-
lem from domain experts. An expert describes the components of a system and
how they are related, and a structure often emerges organically. This process may
be aided by the use of informal graphs, a widespread practice. However, the meth-
ods used by the facilitators for systematically translating these diagrams into their
logical consequences and finally embellishing these into a full probability model is
often not supported. Nevertheless, there are certain well developed classes of graph-
ical models that do support this translation. The most popular and best supported by
available software is the BN. However, other graphical frameworks have emerged,
each with its own representative advantages. These include event trees, chain event
graphs, and dynamic analogues of theses [9, 2]. We describe some of the competing
frameworks and suggest how one can be selected over another.
2.1 Choosing an appropriate structure
Choosing between candidate structures may not be straightforward. Some domain
problems may be compatible with existing structures, while others might require
creating new classes of graphical models. The task of developing a bespoke graphi-
cal framework that supports a translation into a choice of probability models is usu-
ally a labour-intensive one requiring some mathematical skills. While some domain
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problems will require the modeller to undertake developing a customised model
class, there are also several such frameworks already built, forming a tool-kit of
different frameworks. We give guidelines below to help the modeller decide which
of these methods most closely matches the problem explanation evolving from the
natural language of the experts.
As a running example, we consider the drivers of food insecurity. The illustra-
tions we use throughout the paper are based on meetings with actual domain experts.
We have simplified these case studies so that we can illustrate the elicitation process
as clearly as possible. A meeting of advocates discusses the effect of food insecurity
on long-term health outcomes. One advocate voices that food insecurity stems from
insufficient resources to purchase food. The experts collectively attest that the two
main sources of food are personal funds like disposable income or government ben-
efit programs. The government benefit programs available to eligible citizen include
child nutrition programs that provide free school breakfast, lunch, and after school
snacks, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), and Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). From this discussion among experts, mod-
ellers need to resolve the discussion into several key elements of the system. One
potential set of elements drawn from the expert discussion is shown below:
• Government benefits, B: the rate at which a particular neighbourhood is partici-
pating in all available government programs
• Disposable Income, I: the average amount of income available for purchasing
food in the neighbourhood
• Food insecurity, F : the rate at which families and individuals experience insuffi-
cient access to food
• Long-term health outcomes, H: measured by an overall health index aggregated
at the neighbourhood level.
There are several guiding principles to help modellers create a structure that is
faithful to the experts’ description.
Scope
One common difficulty that appears in many structural elicitation exercises is the
tendency of expert groups to think only in terms of measured quantities, rather than
underlying drivers. Food insecurity and poverty researchers often consider elements
of the system as documented for policy-makers, whereas those with a first hand
knowledge of food insecurity may consider a different set of drivers, like personal
trauma [13, 8]. Anecdotes of food insecurity may often draw out key, overlooked
features of the system, but a well-defined problem scope is critical to prevent a
drifting purpose. The responsibility of guiding the conversation continually toward
general representations rather than particular instances falls to the modeller.
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Granularity
Elicitations typically begin with a coarse description before beginning to refine the
system. Considering refinements and aggregations can help the experts’ opinions
of the key elements of the system to coalesce. For instance, rather than modelling
all the government benefits together in B, we could have split this into different
variables, child nutrition programs, C, and financial support for individuals S. The
granularity of key elements depends on the modeller’s foucs.
Potential interventions
Another guiding principle during the structural elicitation is ensuring that possible
interventions are represented by the system components. For instance, if the policy
experts wanted to know what would happen after increasing all benefit programs
simultaneously, modelling benefits collectively as B would be appropriate. But if
they want to study what happens by intervening on child nutrition programs, then
separating this node into C, child nutrition programs and allowing B to represent
additional benefit programs would compose a more suitable model.
Context Dependence
As the key elements of the system emerge, testing the structure by imagining these
key elements in a different structure may either restrict or elucidate additional model
features. The drivers that cause food insecurity at the neighbourhood level may vary
greatly from those that provoke food insecurity at the individual household level.
For this running example, the experts focus on the neighbourhood level. They
speak about each of the variables as the particular incidence rates for a neigh-
bourhood. The modeller could then draw a dependence structure for random vari-
ables from their discussion about the dependence between these measurements. This
structure would be most conducive to a Bayesian network. An example of one tenta-
tive BN structure that has tried to accommodate these points is on the left of Figure
1.
Importance of temporal processes
One key modelling decision in this an other analogous procedures is whether or not
to use a dynamic network model. Are the experts speaking about potential interven-
tions that are time-dependent or not? Do the key elements of the process change
drastically? Few elements of a system are ever truly static, but dynamic models
should only be chosen when the temporal element is crucial to the experts’ descrip-
tion of the system.
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Fig. 1 DAG of food insecurity at the neighbourhood level (left). Time series representation of
food insecurity drivers over time (centre). Hybrid representation of food insecurity drivers with
ambiguous relationship between health and food insecurity (right).
In contrast to the static example of measurements given above, suppose that the
experts believe that yearly fluctuations in disposable income directly affect the rates
of food insecurity. This is a dynamic process. Another expert might draw on litera-
ture that shows the linear relationship between I and F . Using a standard Bayesian
network for this problem description would not capture the temporal information or
the strength between each of the pairs of nodes. The quantities of the graph here are
not static random variables, but rather its nodes appear to be representing processes.
In this case, a more appropriate choice for the graphical elements would be to rep-
resent them as time series Bt , It ,Ft ,Ht . This graph is shown at a single time point in
the centre of Figure 1. The probabilistic model can be embellished into a number of
different stochastic descriptions as will be discussed later in this article.
The meaning of the graph begins to change as the modeller learns more about the
structure of a problem. We suggest ways in which we could begin to frame different
models for a desired context in terms of nodes and edges. Nodes for general graph-
ical models can be any mathematical objects suitable to the given domain, provided
that the system can be actually represented in terms of a probabilistic distribution
which is consistent with the meaning we can ascribe to the model edges.
Once we have established the nodes, the relationships between variables must be
represented. These are usually expressed in terms of oriented edges or colourings
in the vertices. Continuing with our toy example, the advocates promptly recognize
that government benefits and disposable income directly impact the state of food
insecurity. It also appears natural, as another expert attests, to associate the long-
term health as dependent on food insecurity. These three relationships give us the
left graph in Figure 1.
The experts comment that the available money for food purchasing directly af-
fects how much food a family can buy, making directed edges a natural fit for B
to F and I to F . However, the relationship between long-term health outcomes and
disposable income is less clear. One advocate mentions that individuals and families
who are battling chronic illness or faced with an outstanding medical bill are less
likely to have disposable income, and thus more likely to be food insecure. However,
using the typical BN machinery, adding an edge between long-term health outcomes
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and disposable income would induce a cycle in the graph and thus render the BN
inadmissible.
One common solution would be to simply ignore this information and proceed
only with the BN given previously. A second solution would be to embellish the
model into a dynamic representation that could formally associate this aspect of the
process by expressing instantaneous relationships in a single time slice of effects
between nodes on different time slices. A time slice simply denotes the observations
of the variables at a given time point. Another method might be to incorporate an
undirected edge that could be used to represent the ambiguous relationship between
I and H. The result is a hybrid graph with undirected and directed edges with its
own logic.
Whatever semantic we choose, edges should represent the experts’ natural lan-
guage description of the relationships. Returning to the instance in which the experts
speak about food insecurity as a time series, the edges represent regression coeffi-
cients as the system unfolds. As we will show below, directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
are particularly convenient for modelling. However, there are graphical representa-
tions that permit cycles, should the modeller wish to focus on the cyclic nature of F
and H. The choice between the type and orientation of edge affects the semantics of
the model as shown below.
2.2 Stating irrelevancies and checking conditional independence
statements
Suppose we choose to represent a client’s problem with a BN. Often, it is more nat-
ural for experts to impart meaning to the edges present in a graphical model. Unfor-
tunately, it is the absence of edges that represent the conditional independences. To
facilitate a transparent elicitation process, these conditional independence relation-
ships can be expressed in a more accessible way as questions about which variables
are irrelevant to the other.
Domain experts who are not statistically trained do not naturally read irrelevance
statements from a BN. So it is often important to explicitly unpick each compact
irrelevance statement written in the graph and check its plausibility with the domain
expert.
Suppose the domain expert believes that X is irrelevant for predicting Y given the
measurement Z. That is, knowing the value of X provides no additional information
about Y given information about Z. These beliefs can be written as X ⊥ Y |Z, read
as X is independent of Y conditional on Z.
Investigating d-separation from the graph requires inspecting the moralized an-
cestral graph of all variables of interest, denoted as (GAn(A∪B∪S))m [22, 30]. This in-
cludes the nodes and edges of the variables of interest and all their ancestors. Then,
we moralize the graph, drawing an undirected edge between all pairs of variables
with common children in the ancestral graph. After disorienting the graph (replacing
directed edges on the graph with undirected ones) and deleting the given node and
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its edges, we can check conditional independence between variables of interest. If
there is a path between the variables, then they are dependent in the BN; otherwise
they are independent.
For our example, the missing edges indicates three conditional independence
relationships H ⊥ B |F , H ⊥ I |F and B⊥ I. to check these, the modeller would
ask the following questions to the domain expert:
• If we know what the food insecurity status is, does knowing what the disposable
income is provide any additional information about long-term health?
• Assuming we know the food insecurity level, does the government benefit level
offer any more insight into the long-term health of a neighbourhood?
• Does knowing disposable income levels of a neighbourhood provide further in-
formation about the government benefit level?
This last question might prompt the expert to realize that indeed, disposable in-
come determines eligibility for government benefits, so an edge would be added
between B and I.
These questions can also be rephrased according to the semigraphoid axioms,
rules that simplify properties expect to hold given sets of conditional independence
statements. It is helpful to include these as they provide a template for different
rule-based styles for other frameworks that capture types of natural language. More
details can be found in [30]. The first such axiom is given below.
Definition 1. The symmetry property requires that for three disjoint measurements
X , Y , and Z:
X ⊥ Y |Z⇔ Y ⊥ X |Z
This axiom asserts that assuming Z is known, if X tells us nothing new about Y ,
then knowing Y also provides no information about X .
The second, stronger semigraphoid axiom is called perfect composition [23].
thus, for any four measurements X , Y , Z, and W :
Definition 2. Perfect composition requires that for any four measurements X , Y , Z,
and W :
X ⊥ (Y,Z) |W ⇔ X ⊥ Y |(W,Z) and X ⊥ Z |W
Colloquially, this tells us that assuming W is known, then if neither Y nor Z pro-
vides additional information about X , then two statements are equivalent. Firstly, if
two pieces of information Y , and Z do not help us know X , then each one on its own
also does not help model X . Secondly, if one of the two is given initially alongside
W , the remaining piece of information still does not provide any additional informa-
tion about X . Further axioms are recorded and proved in [22]. For the purposes of
elicitation, these axioms prompt common language questions which can be posed
to a domain expert to validate a graphical structure. Given the values of the vector
of variables in Z, learning the values of Y would not help the prediction of X . Note
that when we translate this statement into a predictive model, then this would mean
that we know p(x |y,z) = p(x |y).
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BNs encode collections of irrelevance statements that translate into a collection
of conditional independence relationships. This can be thought of as what variable
measurements are irrelevant to another. Relationships of the form X ⊥ Y |Z can be
read straight off the graph as missing edges indicate conditional independence rela-
tionships. BNs obey the global Markov property, that each node is independent of
its non-descendants given its parents [22]. By identifying the non-descendants and
parents of each node, the entire collection of independence relationships is read-
ily apparent. To see this in our example, consider the node representing long-term
health, H. {B, I} are its non-descendants, and F is its immediate parent, so we know
that H ⊥ B |F and H ⊥ I |F . Pearl and Verma [24] proved the d-separation theo-
rem for BNs, definitively stating the conditional independence queries that can be
answered from the topology of the BN in Figure 1. The d-separation criteria and
associated theorems formalize this process of reading off conditional independence
relationships from a graph.
Theorem 1. Let A,B,and S be disjoint subsets of a DAG G . Then S d-separates A
from B if and only if S separates A from B in (GAn(A∪B∪S))m, the moralized ancestral
graph for the set.
Proof given in [18].
As an example, consider a BN of the drivers of food insecurity shown in Figure
1. The d-Separation theorem tells us that H is d-separated from B and I given F .
Graphically, d-separation can be investigated by examining the moralized ancestral
graph. A moralized graph is one in which there is an undirected edge between the
parents of a node. We see that in the moralized graph, F d-separates every path from
the node H to a node in the set {B, I}. Thus, d-separation allows us to consider the
relationships between any three subsets of variables in the DAG.
Separation theorems have been found for more general classes of graphs includ-
ing chain graphs, ancestral graphs, and chain event graphs [7, 1, 26]. Another class
of graphical model, vines, weakens the notion of conditional independence to al-
low for additional forms of dependence structure [6]. The results of the separation
theorem for BNs can also be used to explore independence relationships in classes
of graphs that are BNs with additional restrictions such as those imposed by the
Multi-regression Dynamic models [32] and flow graphs [29].
When the structure is verified, it can then be embellished to a full probability
model, provided it meets the original assumptions of our model. Understanding the
relationship between the elicited conditional independence statements implied by
the graph ensures that we do not elicit equivalent statements, thereby reducing the
number of elicitation tasks. Even more importantly, the probabilities will respect
the client’s structural hypotheses–hypotheses that are typically much more securely
held than their numerical probability assessment.
In a discrete BN, this process involves populating the conditional independence
tables with probabilities either elicited from experts or estimated from data. Our
food insecurity drivers example could be embellished to a full probability represen-
tation of a continuous BN. In this case, the full probability distribution p(x) would
be given by the factorization of the joint distribution:
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p(x) = p(i)p(b | i)p( f | i,b)p(h | f )
These distributions can be either discrete or continuous. Discrete BNs will be
populated by conditional independence tables that assign probabilities to all possible
combinations of the values of each term in the factorized joint probability density. In
continuous BNs, hybrid methods sample a continuous BN once, and then discretize
each of the nodes to update the BN quickly [15]. This allows for scalable inference
and updating of the BN in a high-dimensional, multivariate setting. The probabilities
underpinning this model can be elicited using additional protocols and procedures
from other chapters of this book.
3 Examples from food insecurity policy
3.1 Bayesian network
Structural elicitation for a Bayesian network is well studied [30, 17]. To see this
process in action, consider a food insecurity example. The United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) administers the national School Breakfast Program (SBP),
serving free or reduced price meals to eligible students.
A key element of the system is understanding the programmatic operations. Par-
ticipation in SBP is not as high as it is for the school lunch program [21]. The tra-
ditional model of breakfast service involves students eating in the cafeteria before
the beginning of school. Advocates began promoting alternative models of service
to increase school breakfast participation. These include: Grab n Go, in which carts
are placed through the school hallways and students select a breakfast item en route
to class, or Breakfast in the Classroom, where all students eat together during the
first period of the day. Only schools which have 80% of students eligible for free or
reduced lunch are eligible for universal school breakfast. This means that breakfast
is offered to every child in the school, regardless of their free or reduced status. This
policy was implemented to reduce stigma of receiving a free meal.
The experts would also like to understand the effects of not eating breakfast.
Advocates, principals, and teachers have hypothesized that eating school breakfast
impacts scholastic achievement. Food-insecure children struggle to focus on their
studies. Schools also show a reduced rate in absenteeism, as children and parents
have the added incentive of breakfast to arrive at school. Some evidence suggests
eating breakfast may also reduce disciplinary referrals, as hungry children are more
likely to misbehave.
The data for this problem comes from a set of schools who are all eligible for uni-
versal breakfast, but some have chosen not to implement the program while others
have. As universal breakfast status can be used as a proxy for socio-economic back-
ground of students attending a school, we have narrowed the population to schools
with low socio-economic status. The group of experts do not describe a temporal
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process here. They do not mention changes in breakfast participation throughout
the school year, yearly fluctuations, or a time series of participation rates. Thus, it is
natural for the modeller to begin with a BN approach. Given this information about
breakfast, led by a facilitator, the modeller could consolidate the discussion into the
following nodes:
• X1 Model of Service (Yes, No): indicates whether or not an alternative model of
service as been implemented
• X2 Universal (Yes, No): indicates whether or not an eligible school has opted into
universal service, as opposed to checking the economic status of the student at
each meal
• X3 Breakfast Participation (High, Medium, Low): the binned participation rates
at each school
• X4 Scholastic Achievement (High, Medium, Low): the standardized test score for
each school
• X5 Absenteeism (High, Low): the binned absenteeism rate for the year
We note that this list of nodes is focused on understanding the effects of school
breakfast participation and specific type of breakfast service model. Certainly there
are other reasons for absenteeism and disciplinary referrals besides whether or not a
student had a good breakfast, but these are beyond the scope of this model. How do
we determine the structure of this model from these measurable random variables?
From this set of nodes, the decision maker is queried about the possible relation-
ship between all possible sets of edges. For instance, we could ask, does knowing
whether or not the school has opted into universal breakfast give any other infor-
mation about whether or not the school has implemented an alternative breakfast
model? In this case, the decision makers believe X1 does not give any additional in-
formation about X2, because the program model is subject to approval from the cafe-
teria managers and teachers, whereas the decision to implement universal breakfast
is primarily the decision of the principal. Thus no edge is placed between X1 and
X2. Both X1 and X2 are helpful in predicting X3, so an arrow is drawn between each
of these pairs. X4 is affected by X3.
It is important to note that if we had taken the population to be all schools rather
than those with a low socio-economic status, then X2 would affect X4, X5, and X6
because universal school lunch would then be a proxy for low socio-economic sta-
tus.
Suppose we know a school has a low breakfast rate, and we want information
about their absenteeism. Will knowing anything about scholastic achievement pro-
vide any additional information about absenteeism? In order to check this with
d-separation, we examine the ancestral graph GAn(X4,X5,X6), the moralised graph
(GAn(X4,X5,X6))
m. If there is not a path between X4 and X5, then we can say that
X4 is irrelevant to X5. However, if there is a path between X4 and X5 that does not
pass through our given, X3, then the two variables are likely to be dependent. Thus,
we can use the d-separation theorem to check the validity of the BN. We may also
ask equivalent questions by symmetry. For instance, suppose we know a school
has a low breakfast rate and we want to know information about their scholastic
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Fig. 2 The figure on the left is the original BN representing the effects of model service on break-
fast participation and academic outcomes. The central BN represents the original BN with an edge
added through the described verification process. The right graph represents the ancestral, moral-
ized DAG of the central BN.
achievement. Will additional information about absenteeism be relevant to scholas-
tic achievement? Asking such a question may prompt our group of decision makers
to consider that students who miss classes often perform worse on exams. Revising
the BN is in order, so we add an additional edge from X5 to X4. The BN in Figure 2
represents the beliefs of the domain experts. this encodes the following irrelevance
statements:
• Knowing the model of service provides no additional information about whether
or not the school district has implemented universal breakfast.
• The model of service provides no additional information about scholastic achieve-
ment, absenteeism, or referrals given that we know what the percentage of stu-
dents who eat breakfast is.
• Knowing absenteeism rates provides no additional information about disciplinary
referrals given that we know what the breakfast participation rate is.
• Knowing scholastic achievement rates provides no additional information about
disciplinary referrals given that we know what the breakfast participation and
absentee rates are.
When these irrelevance statements are checked, the domain experts realize that
there is an additional link in that absenteeism affects scholastic achievements. Thus
we draw an additional arrow between X4 and X5. The relationship between referrals
and absenteeism is disputed in the literature, so, at least in this first instance, we
omit this edge.
Once the experts agree on the structure and verify it using the irrelevance state-
ments, then the modeller may elicit the conditional probabilities. Taken together, the
BN represent a series of local judgements. The joint density of a BN is represented
by:
p(x) =
n
∏
i=1
p(xi|pa(xi))
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For our example,
p(x) = p(x1)p(x2), p(x3|x1,x2), p(x4|x3,x5), p(x5|x3)p(x6|x3)
Many of these probabilities may be estimated by data, and unknown quantities
may be supplied through structured expert elicitation. For instance, consider the
sample question: what is the probability that scholastic achievement is high given
that breakfast participation rate is medium and the absentee rate is low? When the
conditional probability tables are completed, the BN can be used to estimate effects
of intervention in the system according to [22].
3.2 Chain Event Graph
To illustrate an instance when a bespoke representation is more appropriate than the
BN, consider the example of obtaining public benefits to address food insecurity.
The USDA’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) provides funds
for food to qualifying families and individuals through Electronic Benefit Transfer
(EBT). Although 10.3% percentage of Americans qualify for the program. Love-
less [20] estimates that many more citizens are eligible for benefits than actually
receive them. Policy makers and advocates want to understand what systematic bar-
riers might prevent eligible people from accessing SNAP. The application process
requires deciding to apply, having sufficient documentation to apply (proof of cit-
izenship, a permanent address), a face to face interview, and correct processing of
the application to receive funds.
The structural elicitation phase includes speaking with domain experts to gather a
reasonably comprehensive list of steps in the process. Domain experts include case
workers, advocates, and individuals applying through the system. For our exam-
ple, Kaye et al. [16] collected this information through interviews at 73 community
based organizations in New York State and categorized it according to access, el-
igibility, and benefit barriers. This qualitative information collection is crucial to
developing an accurate model. From the qualitative studies, the key barriers were
identified as:
• Face to face interviews not waived
• Same-day application not accepted
• Excessive documentation required
• Expedited benefit (available to households in emergency situations) not issued
• Failed to receive assistance with application documents
• Barriers experienced by special population: elderly and immigrant
• Ongoing food stamp not issued within 30 days
• EBT functionality issues
The events selected should be granular enough to encompass the key points at
which an applicant would drop out of the process, but coarse enough to minimize
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model complexity. An important part of the qualitative analysis process includes
combining anecdotal evidence into similar groupings. For instance, the benefits
office refused to waive the in-office interview for an applicant who did not have
transportation to the application centre. In a separate instance, an interview was
not waived for a working single mother with four children who could not attend
because she was at work. While there are different contexts to each example, the
central problem is the failure to waive the face to face interview. This type of node
consolidation aids in reducing model complexity.
Discretizing events can be a convenient, way to clarify the model structure.
Checking that the discretisation covers all possible outcomes from that event en-
sures that the model is an accurate representation of the problem. For our example,
one possible discretization with four variables of the problem is:
• xr: At-risk population? (Regular, Elderly, Immigrant)
– Regular: Households not part of an at-risk population
– Elderly: Household head is over 65
– Immigrant: Household head is a citizen, but immigration status of members
of the household is uncertain
• xa: Decision to apply (Expedited, Regular application, Decides not to apply)
– Expedited: Same day applications, used in cases of emergency food insecurity
– Regular application: The standard procedure
– Decides not to apply: Eligible households who elect not to apply for a variety
of reasons
• xv: Application Verdict (Rejected, Accepted, Revision Required)
– Rejected: Failed application, no possibility of resubmission
– Accepted: Successful application
– Revision required: Application must be resubmitted because of missing doc-
umentation, missed interview, or other reasons
• xe: Utilizing an EBT card (Card successfully used for transactions, transaction
errors)
– Card used for transactions: EBT arrives within the 30 month deadline and is
successfully used at a grocery store
– Transaction errors: Card either does not arrive or returns an error at the grocery
store
Figure 3 shows a simple BN approach to the natural language problem. Assume
that the conditional independence relationships have been checked and that we can
now supply the conditional probabilities. As we begin this process, note that some
of the probabilities are nonsensical. For example, we must supply a probability for
quantities like: the probability of having an accepted application given that the eli-
gible citizen decided not to apply, and the probability of successfully utilizing EBT
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Fig. 3 An inadmissible BN for the public benefits application process example.
given that the application was rejected. This probability setting sounds absurd to
elicit, and will be distracting during the probability elicitation.
The application process is difficult to coerce into a BN because the problem is
highly asymmetrical For instance, applicants with insufficient documentation will
not have the chance to interview, and will not progress through the system. Now, if
we consider again the natural language of the experts, we notice that this process
is described as a series of events that have a natural ordering. Applicants must first
decided to apply, then receive a verdict, and finally use their EBT card. The notion
of being a member of an at-risk population does not have an explicit ordering, but
we can reasonably order it before the other events as it may affect how downstream
events unfold. Collazo et al. [9] show that ordering demographic information at the
beginning often coincides with higher scoring models during model selection for
this class of graphs. Shafer [28] has argued that event trees are a more natural way
to express probabilistic quantities, so we will instead express this problem as an
event tree on the left of Figure 5. We next show how, in this instance, there is an
alternative graphical framework that provides a better way of accommodating the
information provided by the expert.
The nodes of our event tree are called positions; they represent different situa-
tions of applicants travelling through the system. The edges represent the different
outcomes of each possible event. We can elicit the probability of observing a unit
travelling down each edge of the tree. The probability of a unit travelling down each
of those edges should sum to one for each position. The root to sink paths on the
tree can be thought of as all possible outcomes of the application procedure. Situ-
ations with the same colour on the tree represent positions whose outgoing edges
have the same probabilities. In Figure 5, leaf nodes showing terminating outcomes
are depicted in light grey.
The tree structure is naturally flexible just like the BN and can easily be modi-
fied to accommodate natural language suggestions. For instance, suppose the expert
would like to add in a variable: the outcome of an interview process for regular ap-
plicants (the expedited process is waived.) This can easily represent diversity onto
the tree structure, whereas it would require adding entries to the conditional proba-
bility tables for more nodes.
Another feature of the event tree structure is that the context specific indepen-
dences are expressed directly in the tree structure. Elderly applicants are often less
likely to apply for benefits because the dollar amount is often too small a motiva-
tion for the perceived difficulty of the application. Immigrants are also less likely to
apply because, although citizenship is required to apply for benefits, citizens with
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undocumented family members may fear citizenship repercussions of applying for
assistance. These context-specific probabilities are modelled through the colourings
of the nodes and vertices of the CEG, rather than requiring separate BN models with
context-specific conditional independence relationships.
Fig. 4 Event tree depicting the outcomes of the benefit application process.
Fig. 5 Chain Event Graph representation of the benefits application process.
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The same elicited probabilities with equivalent sub-trees represent stages that
can be merged for a more compact chain event graph representation, called the
Chain Event Graph (CEG), depicted on the right of Figure 5. Next, we validate the
structure of the CEG using the d-separation theorem and equivalent questions using
symmetry in a way analogous to the BN theorem. Thwaites et al. [34] discovered
a new d-separation theorem for CEGs. Given that a unit reaches a position, what
happens afterwards is independent not only of all developments through which it
was reached, but also of the positions that logically can’t happen. These conditional
independence statements can be read off the graph just as they can for BNs. We
illustrate this process below.
Let T = (V,E) denote a staged tree, a tree coloured to represent conditional
independence. Then, we call W ⊆ V a fine cut if disjoint union of events centred
on these vertices is the whole set of root-to-leaf paths. When this is the case, none
of the vertices w ∈W are up or down stream of the other, and the union of paths
including w ∈W is the entire tree.
Furthermore, W ′ ⊆ UT is a cut if the set {v ∈ u|u ∈W ′} is a fine cut. Denote
y≺W = (yw|w upstream of W ) and yW = (yw′ |w′ downstream of W ). Then for any
cut-variable xW ′ , xW is a cut variable if W is a cut or a fine cut and xW is measurable
with respect to the probability space defined by the underlying stage tree.
Theorem 2. Let C = (W,E) be a CEG and let W ′ ⊆W be a set of vertices then for
any cut-variable xW ′ , we find:
1. If W ′ is a fine cut then y≺W ′ ⊥ yW ′|xW ′ .
2. If W ′ is a cut then y≺W ′ ⊥ yW ′ |xW ′ .
Proof can be found in [31].
The CEG can express conditional independence between functions of random
variables rather than subsets of a given vector of random variables. For each cut of
variables, natural language questions from the semigraphoid axioms elucidate the
conditional independence relationships. At each cut, consider the conditional inde-
pendence between each pair of upstream and downstream variables. For instance,
given that eligible applicants apply for benefits, does knowing whether or not they
are part of an at-risk population provide any additional information about whether
or not they apply for expedited benefits? By perfect decomposition, does know-
ing that the candidate received application assistance provide any information about
whether or not they will receive the electronic benefits given that they had the correct
documentation and passed the interview? Does knowing that they had application
assistance provide any additional information about whether or not they passed the
interview given that they had the correct documentation? These queries validate the
model and may prompt further adaptations.
In a BN, the ancestral graph helps to address these queries. The ancestral graph
has no direct analogue in the CEG. Instead, following [34] the CEG admits a
pseudo-ancestral representation. Pseudo-ancestral graphs depict the nodes of inter-
est and all the upstream variables, consolidating the downstream variables. Moral-
izing the graph in a BN corresponds to removing the colourings of the CEG.
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Is the ability to complete a transaction on the EBT card independent of whether
the applicant is a member of an at-risk population given that they completed a suc-
cessful regular application? The pseudo-ancestral graph as seen on the right in Fig-
ure 6, shows the probability that Λ = {Regular, Accepted}. Being a part of the at-
risk population is independent of being able to utilize an EBT card because we see
that all the possible pathways must pass through u10, identifying it as a cut-vertex.
On the other hand, suppose we want to test the independence of the application
verdict from the selected method of application for at-risk immigrant population.
This ancestral graph can be given by the left CEG in Figure 6. These are not inde-
pendent because there is no cut vertex.
One of the strengths of the CEG model is that it does not require any algebra, but
instead can be elicited entirely using coloured pictures. After validating the struc-
Fig. 6 Two uncoloured pseudo-ancestral CEGs
ture, populating the model with data or elicited probabilities provides a full model
that can be used for inference, details can be found in [9]. The CEG offers a class
of models that is more general than BNs, enabling modellers to represent context-
specific independences.
The CEG is a powerful model particularly well-suited to expert elicitation, as
experts often convey information in a story, which naturally expands to an event
tree.
3.3 Multi-regression Dynamic Model
Our next two examples of customised classes of graphical models consider the prob-
lem of assessing participation in the Summer Meals Program (SMP). SMP meal
sites are designated as either open or closed. Open sites do not have a set population
like in a school or particular program, but rather are open to the public and thus
dependent on walk-ins for the bulk of participation.
Although the need in the summer is severe, participation in the program remains
relatively low. Advocates generally agree that the two biggest obstacles to program
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participation are a lack of awareness about the program, and unavailable transporta-
tion to the site. These factors affect meal participation which fluctuates throughout
the three months of summer holidays. Available data for meal participation records
how many meals were served through the program at each day for about three moths
in the summer. Transportation data records the number of available buses. Aware-
ness can be measured through texting data that records when participants queried
a government information line to receive information about where the closest sites
serving meals are.
Advocates would most like to capture the effect that awareness of SMP has on
available transportation, and that transportation in turn has on meal participation.
To simplify the elicitation, additional obstacles like low summer school enrolment,
poor food quality, and insufficient recreational actives are not considered as primary
drivers of meal participation levels. The relationship between awareness and avail-
able transportation is well documented, as is the relationship between transportation
and meal participation [36].
The advocates emphasize drastic shifts in awareness, transportation, and meal
participation throughout the summer months. On public holidays and weekends,
there is a lack of public transportation and a corresponding sharp decline in meals.
This temporal aspect of the problem prompts the modeller to consider a time series
representation as the most natural class of graphical model.
Fig. 7 Two DAGs with equivalent BN representations, but unique MDM representations
To emphasize the importance of selecting a time series representation over a BN,
consider the limitations of the standard BN model. Suppose the advocates agree on
the BN structure shown in the DAG on the left of Figure 7, as children and parents
must know about the meal before they take transportation to the meal. Then in turn,
they must travel to the meal before receiving the meal. However, the graph in Figure
7 (L) encodes conditional independence relationship encoded in this representation,
m⊥ a | t, which does not capture the ordering expressed by the advocates. To further
stress this point, Figure 7 (R) shows a BN with the reverse ordering that encodes
equivalent conditional independence relationships.
The experts remark that a media campaign and corresponding surge in awareness
prompts a corresponding increase in the number of people travelling to meal sites.
These aspects of the problem, taken with those discussed above prompt us to con-
sider each of the elements as time series. In order to capture the linear relationship
between variables that the experts have expressed, we also define the edges of the
graph to correspond to regression coefficients between each parent and child.
Assuming linear relationships exist between awareness and transportation and
transportation to the meal site and actual participation, the system can be described
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as regressions in a time series vector Y t = {At ,Tt ,Mt}. We denote the time series
of the key measurements: awareness by At , available transportation by Tt , and sum-
mer meals participation by Mt . This model corresponds to another example from
our toolbox of alternative representations: the Multi-regression Dynamic Model,
the general definition of which is shown below.
Definition 3. A collection of time series Y t = {Yt(1), . . . ,Yt(i), . . . ,Yt(n)} can be
considered a the Multi-regression Dynamic model (MDM) if three observation
equations, a system equation, and initial information as given below adequately de-
scribe the system. Each series in the MDM can be represented by an observation
equation of the form:
Yt(r) = F t(r)′θ t(r)+ vt(r) vt(r)∼ (0,Vt(r)), 1≤ r ≤ n
with system equation:
θ t = Gtθ t−1+wt wt ∼ (0,Wt);
and initial information:
(θ 0|D0)∼ (m0,C0).
F t(r) is a known function of yt(r) for 1 ≤ r. that is, each observation equation
only depends on the past and current observations rather than the future ones. Vt(r)
are known scalar variance observations. these can be estimated from available data
or else elicited from experts. For our example, Vt(a) =, Vt(t) =, and Vt(m) =. W t =
blockdiag{Wt(1), . . . ,Wt(n)} and C0 = blockdiag{C0(1), . . . ,C0(n)} are assumed to
be known and functions of the past variables of the upstream variables. The errors
must also be independent. This means that (Y t(r)|Y t−1,F t(r),θ t(r)) follows some
distribution with mean F t(r)tθ t(r) and variance Vt(r).
Particular observations of awareness, transportation, and meal participation are
denoted as {at , tt ,mt}. Modelling this behaviour requires dynamic linear models in
which the parents given the regression coefficients for each parent node. For our
example, the system and observation model equations are:
θ t(a) = θ t−1(a)+wt(a) at = θ
(1)
t (a)+ vt(a) (1)
θ t(t) = θ t−1(t)+wt(t) tt = θ
(1)
t (t)+θ
(2)
t (t)at + vt(t) (2)
θ t(m) = θ t−1(m)+wt(m) mt = θ
(1)
t t(m)+θ
(2)
t tt + vt(m) (3)
(4)
The initial information {θ 0} can be elicited from the domain experts.
Suppose after the experts agree on the structure, the modeller examines the one
step ahead forecasts, and notices errors on some days. Examining these days might
prompt the experts to recognize that the days of interest correspond to days with
a heat advisory. They suggest that the heat index throughout the summer ht also
affects meal participation, mt . This structural change can be quickly integrated into
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the system by adding observation and system equations and initial information for
ht and updating the system for downstream node:
θ t(h) = θ t−1(h)+wt(h) (5)
ht = θ
(1)
t t(h)+ vt(h) (6)
mt = θ
(1)
t t(m)+θ
(3)
t tt +θ
(2)
t ht + vt(m) (7)
In this way, the natural language expressions of the domain experts can be used
to adjust the model. the MDM ensures two critical conditional independence rela-
tionship. the first holds that if
⊥ nr=1 θ t−1(r)|yt−1 (8)
then
⊥ nr=1 θ t(r)|yt (9)
and
θ t(r)⊥ Y t(r+1), . . . ,Y t(n)|Y t(1), . . . ,Y t(r) (10)
Equation (9) tells us that if the parameters{θ t−1(r)} are independent of each
other given the past data {yt−1} then {θ t(r)} is also independent of {yt}. By induc-
tion, we can see that given the initial parameters {θ 0(r)} are independent, then they
remain independent as the series unfolds.
For our example, we need to ensure that θ 0(a) ⊥ θ 0(t) ⊥ θ 0(m). Awareness
is measured by the amount of public media generated, transportation is a measure
of public transportation available, and the participation rate is the number of meals
served every day in the summer. The domain experts agree that these can be inde-
pendent of each other. Additionally, equation 10 ensures the following conditional
independence relationships:
θ t(a)⊥ {tt−1,mt−1}|at−1 (11)
θ t(t)⊥ mt−1|{at−1, tt−1} (12)
An analogue of the d-separation theorem for MDMs identifies part of the topol-
ogy of the graph that ensures that these conditional independence statements hold.
Theorem 3. For MDM {Y t} if the ancestral set xt(r)= {yt(1), . . . ,yt(r)} d-separates
θ t(r) from subsequent observations {yt(r+1), . . . ,yt(n)} for all t ∈ T , then the one-
step ahead forecast holds :
p(yt |yt−1) =∏
r
∫
θ t (r)
p{yt(r)|xt(r),yt−1(r),θ t(r)} p{θ t(r)|xt−1(r),yt−1(r)}dθ t
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Fig. 8 The logarithmic plot of awareness (as measured by texts to ask for meal site locations)
throughout the summer months. The open green dots are actual observations; the filled brown dots
are the one step ahead forecast.
This one step ahead forecast factorizes according to the topology of the graph,
allowing us to examine the plots of each of the terms. For our example, the one step
ahead forecast factorizes:
p(yt |yt−1) =
∫
θ t (a)
p{at |at−1θ t(a)} p{θ t(a)}dθ t(a)
×
∫
θ t (t)
p{t t |at , t t−1,θ t(t)} p{θ t(t)|at−1, t t−1}dθ t(t)
×
∫
θ t (m)
p{mt |θ t(a),θ t(t),mt−1,θ t(m)} p{θ t(m)|at−1, t t−1,mt−1}dθ t(m)
Examining plots of the errors of each forecast can help determine what further
structural adjustments should be made. For instance, in the Figure 8, awareness has
a cyclical nature, as people are less likely to text for an address of a meal site on
weekends and holidays. This model can be adapted to include seasonal shifts using
the equations from [35].
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The implementation of this problem as an MDM rather than a BN maintains
the strength of the relationships between each series and its regressors, respecting
the natural language expression of the system by the domain experts. An additional
feature of the MDM is that this representation renders the edges causal in the sense
carefully argued in [25]. For our model, note that while the two DAGs in Figure
7 both represent At ⊥ Mt , and are thus indistinguishable, the arrows in the MDM
representation are unambiguous. The MDM offers a dynamic representation of a
system in which the regressors influence a node contemporaneously.
3.4 Flow graph
Structures can be adapted to meet additional constraints, such as conservation of
a homogeneous mass transported in a system. However, these constraints motivate
employing yet another graph with different semantics to transparently express the
expert structural judgements. To illustrate how we might derive this from a natural
language expression of a problem, consider the following example from the Summer
Meals Program (SMP).
SMP provides no-cost meals to children under 18 at schools and community-
based organisations during the summer months. SMP relies on food being procured
from vendors, prepared by sponsors, and served at sites. Participation in the program
is low, nationally 15% percent of eligible children use the program [14]. Sponsors,
entities who provide and deliver meals, are reimbursed at a set rate per participant,
but sponsors often struggle to break even. One of the key possible areas for cost
cutting is the supply chain of the meals. Community organisers hypothesize different
interventions on each of these actors might help make the program more sustainable
such as:
• A school district serving as a sponsor (Austin ISD) is having trouble breaking
even. What happens when they partner with an external, more financially robust
sponsor (City Square) to provide meals to the school. What is the effect on the
supply chain of meals to the Elementary and Intermediate schools?
• Several smaller sponsors (among them the Boys and Girls Club) are having trou-
ble breaking even and decide to create a collective to jointly purchase meals from
a vendor (Revolution Foods). how does combining nodes in the network alter the
flow of meals to the two Boys and Girls Club sites?
• Two sites, say apartment complexes A and B are low-performing, and the man-
agement decides to consolidate them. What is the long-term effect on a system?
• What happens when a sponsor, City Square, changes vendors from Revolution
Foods to Aramark?
• What happens when one sponsor, Austin ISD, no longer administers the program
and another sponsor, Boys and Girls Club takes responsibility for delivering food
to the Intermediate and high Schools?
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Hearing the domain expert describe what types of intervention they would like to
be able to model can elucidate the critical elements of the structure. In this example,
the effect of the supply and transportation of meals through the network is key to
the types of behaviour the modeller hopes to capture. This problem can be framed
as a set quantity of meals moving through the system. Key model assumptions must
always be checked with the domain expert. In this case, one of the key assumptions
is that the number of children who are in need of meals and are likely to attend the
program is relatively stable throughout the summer. This is a reasonable assumption,
particularly when modelling a set population such as students in summer school or
extracurricular programming. Community advocates verify that the assumption is
reasonable because all of these sites and sponsors need a relatively set population in
order to break even on the program.
Additionally, to estimate the effect of the addition or removal of actors in the
system, it is important to assume that the number of meals for children in need is
conserved. Thus, if a sponsor and subsequent sites leave the program, then those
children will access food at another sponsor’s meal sites, provided transportation is
available. This assumption allows us to model particular interventions of interest,
where combining, removing, or adding actors to the system is of particular interest.
The dynamics of this particular problem involve the switching of ownership–what
happens when the path flow of meals through the system changes–either a sponsor
buys a meal from a different vendor, or a site turns to a different sponsor to supply
their meals. This is a key component of the problem, but unfortunately it renders
a key component of the problem intractable for the BN as shown below. However,
Smith et al. discovered a methodology for re-framing this problem as a tractable
variant of a BN that simultaneously remains faithful to the dynamics of the problem
described above [29].
If we began modelling the process as a BN, we might begin by first identifying
the actors involved. A scenario for the key players in the city of Austin, Texas may
consist of the following players at the vendor, sponsor, and site level. Levels are
denoted by z(i, j) where i indicate the level (vendor, sponsor, or site), and j differ-
entiates between actors on a particular level. In this example the players are:
• z(1,1) Revolution Foods
• z(1,2) Aramark
• z(2,1) City Square
• z(2,2) Austin Independent School District
• z(2,3) Boys and Girls Club
• z(3,1) Apartment complex A
• z(3,2) Apartment complex B
• z(3,3) Elementary School
• z(3,4) Intermediate School
• z(3,5) High School
• z(3,6) Boys and Girls Club site A
• z(3,7) Boys and Girls Club site B
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These actors compose the nodes of the network; the edges represent the flow
of meals between entities. For instance, vendor Aramark z(1,2) prepares meals for
sponsors at Austin ISD, z(2,2), who in turn dispenses them at the Intermediate
School, z(3,4). We assume that each day, a set number of meals runs through the
system. This list of actors can be readily obtained from natural language descriptions
of the problem. Eliciting this information would simply requires the modeller to ask
the domain expert to describe the flow of meals through each of the actors in the
system. This structural elicitation and resultant graph in Figure 9 are transparent to
the expert, an advantage of customised modelling.
Fig. 9 Flow Graph showing transfer of meals from vendors z(1, j), to sponsors z(2, j), to sites
z(3, j).
As the modeller begins to check the relationships encoded in the graphical model
elicited in Figure 9, the missing edges between actors in a given level means that
each of the sponsors is unaffected by the meals being transported to and from the
other sponsors. However, this is not realistic for closed sites because the experts
have told us that knowing the number of meals served at all but one sponsor gives us
perfect information about the remaining sponsor, as we know the number of meals
served by sponsors remains constant! For instance, if we know how many meals are
prepared by Aramark, z(1,1), then we have perfect information about how many are
prepared by Revolution Foods, z(1,2), because meals are conserved at each level,
implying a directed line from z(1,1) to z(1,2). Modelling this process graphically,
as in Figure 9, induces severe dependencies in the network if we consider the graph
to be a BN. Thus, the problem as the experts have expressed it cannot be represented
as a BN.
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However, by decomposing the information in Figure 9 to into paths as shown
in [29], we can apply the methodology of dynamic Bayesian networks. Denote
φ ′t [l] = (φt(l,1),φt(l,2), . . . ,φt(l,nl)) as the node states vector for each of the three
levels, where φt(l, jl) represents the mass owned by player z(l, jl) during time t. This
probabilistic representation allows the modeller to retain the advantages of the clear
representation in Figure 9 to draw information about the system from the experts as
well as the computational convenience of the BN machinery.
The full methodology for translating the hierarchical flow graph to the DBN
representation is given in [29], here we simply state the elements of the model that
would need to be a part of the probability elicitation. Information about the numbers
of meals held by each entity at each day during the summer can be represented by a
time series vector X ′t = (X
′
t [1],X
′
t [2],X
′
t [3]), representing the number of meals at the
vendor, sponsor, and site levels respectively. Next, we represent the paths of meals
travelling from vendor to meal site as aggregates of the product amounts. The paths
in this diagram are:
pi(1) = {z(1,1),z(2,1),z(3,2)} pi(2) = {z(1,1),z(2,1),z(3,1)} (13)
pi(3) = {z(1,1),z(2,3),z(3,6)} pi(4) = {z(1,1),z(2,3),z(3,7)}
pi(5) = {z(1,1),z(2,3),z(3,5)} pi(6) = {z(1,1),z(2,3),z(3,4)}
pi(7) = {z(1,2),z(2,2),z(3,5)} pi(8) = {z(1,2),z(2,2),z(3,4)}
pi(9) = {z(1,2),z(2,2),z(3,3)}
Fully embellishing this model involves eliciting the core states, the underlying
drivers of the number of meals passing through each of the actors. These can be
readily adapted to reflect the beliefs of different domain experts. For instance, dif-
ferent school districts often follow different summer school schedules, so if the ad-
vocates were interested in applying the model to a different region, it would simply
require updating the core state parameters. The information about the path flows is
most readily supplied through available data about the number of meals prepared,
transported, and served throughout the summer.
4 Discussion
The case studies in Section 3 show how drawing the structure from the experts’
natural langauge description motivates the development of more flexible models
that can highligh key features of a domain problem. The SBP example shows that
a BN is appropriate when the expert describes a problem as a set of elements that
depend on each other. The SNAP application example highlights the advantages of a
tree-based approach when the experts describe a series of events and outcomes. The
open SMP example shows how additional restrictions on the BN structure can draw
out the contemporaneous strengths between elements of the model that is crucial to
the experts’ description. Lastly, the flow of meals in a system shows how working
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with the accessible representation of meal flow in a system can be trnaslated into a
valid structure while remaining faithful to the assumptions expressed by the expert.
A summary table is shown in Table 4 citing additional examples of applications
of these bespoke graphical models we have used in the past. References are given
for two classes of models, chain graphs and regulatory graphs that are not explored
in this paper. This is of course a small subset of all the formal graphical frameworks
now available. These case studies and applications in the table are examples from
the toolkit of customising models.
Name Description When to use Applications
(Dynamic)
Bayesian Net-
work
Directed acyclic graph of
random variables
Systems naturally ex-
pressed as dependence
structure between ran-
dom variables
Biological networks
[30], ecological conser-
vation [17]
(Dynamic)
Chain Event
Graph
Derived from event tree
coloured to represent
conditional indepen-
dence
Asymmetric problems,
problem description
is told as a series of
unfolding events
Healthcare outcomes [3],
forensic evidence [9]
Chain Graphs Hybrid graph with di-
rected and undirected
edges
Problem description has
both directional and am-
biguous relationships
Mental health [12], so-
cial processes [11]
Flow Graph Hierarchical flow net-
work
Supply and demand
problems, homogeneous
flows
Commodity supply [29]
Multi-regression
Dynamic model
Collection of regressions
where the parents are the
regressors
Contemporaneous ef-
fects between time
series
Marketing[32], traffic
flows[25], neural fMRI
activity[10]
Regulatory
Graph
Graph customised to reg-
ulatory hypotheses
Need to test a regulatory
hypothesis
Biological control mech-
anisms [19]
Generally, allowing these representations to capture dynamics unique to a given
application cultivates more suitable representations. Just as the d-separation theorem
allows us to reason about conditional independence in the BN, analogous theorems
elucidate the dependence structure of custom representations. Each of these exam-
ples of elicited structure has its own logic which can be verified by examining the
conditional independence statements and confirming with the expert that the model
accurately conveys the expert’s beliefs.
Carefully drawing structure from an expert’s natural language description is not
an exact science. We have offered a few guidelines for when to use particular mod-
els summarised in the flow chart in Figure 10. The examples discussed here are far
from exhaustive and Figure 10 also highlights areas of open research. Spirtes et al.
[33] confirms that determining what new classes of models might be more appro-
priate than a BN for a given domain. A full protocol for choosing one customising
model over another remains to be formalised. While software for BN elicitation is
ubiquitous, robust software for these alternative models is under development.
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Fig. 10 Flow chart to guide picking an appropriate structure of the ones discussed.
The premise of drawing the structure from a natural language description rather
than tweaking a model to fit an existing structure represents a substantial shift in
how modellers elicit structure. Furthermore, inference on each of these novel en-
genders customised notions of causation, as the full probability representations of
customised models each admits its own causal algebras. The causal effects follow-
ing intervention in a BN are well studied, and these methods can be extended to
custom classes of models discussed here. A thorough investigation of causal alge-
bras is beyond the scope of this paper, but it offer further motivation for careful
attention to structure in the elicitation process. In a later paper, we will demon-
strate how each structural class has its own causal algebra and that for causation to
be meaningful the underlying structure on which it is based needs to properly re-
flect domain knowledge. The work of customised structure elicitation is a relatively
poorly explored space. We hope this paper excites others to develop new tools to
make problem descriptions more powerful and reliable.
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